Make Your City Smart
Make It Prosper and Thrive

Modern cities are fast, dynamic and evolving ecosystems - and so is our smart city solution.
With superior integration and processing capabilities, Magal S3 oﬀers you anytime-anywhere
control and response.
Improved safety and protection

Optimized municipal services

Expedited city services

Reduced costs and expenses

A Partner to Fulﬁll Your Smart City Vision:
Global provider of integrated smart solutions
Installation-base across 80 countries
45 years of turnkey experience

Real-time traﬃc synchronization

Enforcement of policy

Introducing a Uniﬁed and Synchronized City
Magal S3 safe-city solution relies on the unique capability to acquire enormous amounts of raw data from diverse and isolated
systems, and fuses them into meaningful and manageable output. Magal integrates with your city's existing infrastructure and
system, and leverages it with new and innovative capabilities. With Magal’s solution, you increase citizens’ conﬁdence and
satisfaction and gain complete visibility over city routine, pre-planned events and emergency incidents.
Overseeing the entire operation, Magal S3 can impact all aspects of the city lifecycle:
Safety & Security
Tracking and detection, situational awareness, ﬁrst-response dispatching etc.
Transportation
Public, private, parking and real-time direction
Municipal Services
Supply system control, waste disposal routing optimization, manpower allocation
Citizens' Services
Mobile app with direct notiﬁcation, enhanced reporting and information distribution and shortening of service timeframes
Energy Harvesting
Dynamic light control, preventative maintenance and more
Disaster Planning
Utilizes real-time data to prepare for natural disasters, including hurricane and ﬂood evacuations, earthquake detection
Solution Principles
A converged picture at any given time | Multi-agency collaboration |Rule-based operation | Advanced analytics and learning
tools | Decision-making support
Real-Time Resource Monitoring
Provides the ability to make more eﬀective decisions based on real-time events
Emergency Services
Empowers you to respond and dispatch to emerging events safely and instantly based on precise information
Dynamic Command &Control
FORTIS 4G: Video management, advanced debrieﬁng capabilities, video tracking, privilege and access hierarchy

About MAGAL
Magal S3 is a leading international provider of solutions and
products for physical and cyber security, as well as safety and site
management. Over the past 45 years, Magal S3 has delivered
tailor-made security solutions and turnkey projects to hundreds of
satisﬁed customers in over 80 countries - under some of the most
challenging conditions.
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